XIFIN iNet Internal / External Web Services
Synchronous Exchange of Data Across Internal Systems

XIFIN iNet Internal / External Web Services are designed to enhance productivity
and minimize the possibility of errors across a diagnostic provider’s systems.
Using standard Internet and healthcare interoperability and security protocols,
these services enable data exchange between the XIFIN revenue cycle
management system and LIS/RIS, and CRM systems. These Web Services like
all XIFIN iNet Services, allow these systems to instantaneously inform one
another as new data become available, and to share selected data as appropriate.
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XIFIN iNet:
Architected for
the Future
Keep pace with the rapidly changing
healthcare landscape

INTEROPERABLE:

• Simultaneously update the XIFIN system as account managers and client service

representatives update demographic information from clients in the LIS or CRM system.
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ENHANCE PRODUCTIVITY OF NON-TECHNICAL STAFF:
IN TERO

Enable sharing of data
between disparate and
distributed systems
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• Synchronously update the XIFIN system as payor specialists address payor-specific issues and

INFORMATIVE:

update payor reimbursement requirements.
• Reduce burden on billing staff to set up tests in the billing system by auto-populating test edits
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made by technical staff, such as updated diagnostic test configurations, options, and the
addition of new tests.
• Enable client service representatives to answer routine test-pricing and billing questions without
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Leverage interoperable
systems to provide
real-time seamless
data sharing

involvement of billing staff by providing them direct, controlled, access to information in the
XIFIN system.

Eliminating duplication of
effort frees up billing staff to
concentrate on billing issues.

Adding New Tests
Adding New Clients
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BILLING STAFF LABOR SAVINGS

INTELLIGENT:
Take action on newlydiscovered insights;
leverage it to automate
future decisions and
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process improvements

Client Pricing Questions

INSTANTANEOUS:

Updating Payor Information
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Updating Client Demographics
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TA

Quickly adapt to
changing regulations
and standards

XIFIN iNET INTERNAL / EXTERNAL SERVICES: A USE CASE

A national lab is using XIFIN iNet Internal / External Web Services to synchronize data
between its SAP Customer Relationship Management (CRM) system and the XIFIN
system. The result? Thousands of billing records per month are now being automatically
updated, which translates to fewer errors and less time spent on file maintenance.

BREAK THE LEGACY
SYSTEM IMPASSE
Sometimes diagnostic service

BACKGROUND

providers struggle with the fact that

A leading US lab had determined that each month, nearly 10% of its client records required some sort of

while they know their billing system

update that involved accessing information from its CRM system. The lab prepared to invest in extensive

is not up to snuff, they feel that they

customization to integrate billing with its CRM system, so that updates made in one system would be fed to

are stuck because so much effort

the other system automatically. The lab was concerned because the effort required was going to be lengthy, and

has been sunk into customizing the

require IT maintenance and support. Furthermore, it was not a truly concurrent update, but would be achieved

system to interact with other systems.

through daily exchange of flat files, which left the possibility of synchronization and data update errors. Customer
support, for instance, would not be able to see very recent payments when talking to a physician office. Bills or
EP correspondence could be sent to incorrect addresses and claims could be rejected, all because the latest
updates weren’t accurately reflected across all relevant systems.

They reason that even if much of the
customization does not work as well
as desired, it’s better to stay with the
aging system than be subjected to a
lengthy new customization and
integration effort.

SOLUTION
The lab opted to set up XIFIN iNet Internal / External Web Services to provide controlled access to information in
the billing system, from within the CRM system itself. Customer support staff and payor relations specialists

XIFIN iNet Portal and Web Services
provide a perfect remedy. By their

could access relevant information and make timely updates from one location, knowing it would be

very design, these services eliminate

synchronously updated across systems. Implementing these services required minimal effort and immediately

lengthy (and static) customization that
>
is both difficult to maintain and

allowed customer support staff and payor relations specialists access to live billing system data to perform key
activities.

difficult to replace. These services
employ a Service Oriented

Show clients a list
of their past invoices
Send PDF invoice to a client

Architecture that enables a “loose
coupling” of systems irrespective of
source, operating system, or

Answer client questions
about current price schedule

PDF

Update a client’s
demographic information

programming language. They
eliminate custom coding and provide
a perfect means for quickly and
securely gaining interoperability
across systems. So there is no need

Add clients into
the billing system

Update payor
specifications

to feel tied to existing infrastructure.
Conversely, the use of these services
can actually extend the life of aging
legacy systems. An older CRM or
LIS system can find new life when it

BENEFITS

gains real-time information access

The laboratory benefited from a speedy ramp-up using XIFIN's web services, and also discovered workflow

and transfer to other systems.

improvements became significantly more efficient. With synchronous data access and updates, errors were
reduced throughout the billing and client service process. Staff reported improved customer satisfaction, and the
laboratory has seen a measurable reduction in rejected claims.

XIFIN iNet Portal and Web Services
provide the crucial bridge between
systems. They enable organizations
to take maximum advantage of
state-of-the-art systems, and they
also grant aging systems an
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extended shelf life.

